My Holiday
Hello, my name is Peter, and I come from a small town called Brno. Last holiday I went around
Europe, and I visited several interesting places. My favourite city was Vienna. It's much bigger and
more crowded than Brno. I visited several museums and art galleries because the weather was worse
than in Brno and I preferred to stay indoors. Then I went to Berlin. The people in Berlin are not as
friendly as the people in Vienna, and the town was much more expensive than Brno. But I enjoyed
staying there too. In August I flew to London. Surprisingly, London was hotter than the other cities I
visited. It was 35°C when I was there. I spent a lot of time on Oxford Street, which is very expensive.
In my opinion, London is cleaner than Berlin. I enjoyed my holiday very much. I want to visit Prague
and Paris next year.

Comprehension Check:
Are the sentences True or False:
a) Peter is from Vienna.
b) He visited museums and art galleries in Vieanna.
c) There are more people in Vienna than in Brno.
d) Peter liked Berlin.
e) Brno is more expensive than Berlin.
f) It was very hot in London.
g) Peter visited Prague, too.

Correct answers:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

False
True
True
True
True
False
False
True
False

Grammar up:

My Holiday
He_____, my na_____ is Peter, a____ I co______ from a sm______ town cal_____ Brno. La_____
hol______ I we_____ around Europe, a_____ I vis______ several inter________ places. M__
favo________ city w____ Vienna. It's mu_____ bigger a____ more cro______ than Brno. I vis_____
several mus________ and a____ galleries bec_______ the wea_____ was wo_____ than i__ Brno
a______ I pref_________ to st______ indoors. Th______ I we________ to Berlin. T_____ people i___
Berlin a____ not a___ friendly a___ the peo_______ in Vienna, a____ the to______ was mu_____
more expe________ than Brno. B____ I enjo_______ staying th_____ too. In Aug_____ I fl_____ to
London. Surpri________, London w_____ hotter th_____ the ot_______ cities I vis_______. It w____
35°C wh_____ I w_____ there. I sp______ a l_____ of ti_____ on Oxford Street. I___ my opi______,
London i___ cleaner th_____ Berlin. I enj_______ my hol______ very mu_____. I wa____ to vi____
Prague a____ Paris ne_____ year.

My Holiday
Hello, my name BE Peter, and I COME - * small town CALL Brno. Last holiday I GO - Europe, and I
VISIT several interesting places. My favourite city BE Vienna. It BE much bigger and more crowded
than Brno. I VISIT several museums and art galleries because * weather BE worse than - Brno and I
PREFER - stay indoors. Then I GO - Berlin. * people - Berlin BE not as friendly as * people - Vienna,
and * town BE much more expensive than Brno. But I ENJOY staying there too. - August I flew London. Surprisingly, London BE hotter than * other cities I VISITED. It was 35°C when I BE there. I
SPEND * lot - time - Oxford Street, which BE very expensive. - my opinion, London BE cleaner than
Berlin. I ENJOY my holiday very much. I WANT - VISIT Prague and Paris next year.

